CANDY TUMBLER ASSEMBLY

The candy tumbler assembly is already in place and present at 2. If you want to change the vend setting, complete the following steps:
1) remove the four screws on the bottom of the canister
2) remove the tumbler cover, the candy adjuster and the tumbler wheel
3) place the candy adjuster into the tumbler wheel with the setting pin at the desired number (the higher the number, the more product per vend)
4) carefully place the tumbler wheel and adjuster into the cavity on the bottom of the canister, ensuring the setting pin remains at desired setting
5) replace cover and
6) hold cover in place while replacing screws (DO NOT OVER-TIGHTEN SCREWS).

BEFORE filling canister, ensure that two of the product portion openings are visible when looking down into the canister.

See drawing on page 5.

GUMBALL TUMBLER ASSEMBLY

To install the gumball tumbler assembly, remove the candy tumbler by loosening the four screws on the bottom of the canister and removing the three part candy assembly. To install the gumball tumbler assembly complete the following steps:
1) place spacer disk into bottom of the canister, so the two tabs lock into the opening
2) place the gumball wheel into the bottom of the canister over the spacer disk
3) place the tumbler cover over the gumball wheel by angling the cover to go around the springs
4) hold the cover in place while installly screws (DO NOT OVER-TIGHTEN SCREWS).

BEFORE filling canister, ensure that two of the product portion openings are visible when looking down into the canister. Same set up as drawing on page 5. (IF USING LARGER THAT 850 COUNT GUMBALLS, DO NOT USE BG INSERTS. IF USING ACORN CAPSULES, DO NOT USE BG INSERTS NOR SPACER DISK.)